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This Talk

• This talk came about following a phishing talk I did for
the Valley Fraud Group in Eugene; Sean invited me to
adapt and share some material from that talk with a
wider audience here today.

• This talk is intended to help you understand technical
approaches to dealing with the phishing threat.

• To help me stay on track, I’ve laid this talk out in some
detail; doing so will also hopefully make it easier for folks
to follow what I’m trying to say if they end up looking at
this talk after the fact.
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My Background

• I’ve been at UO for going on 18 years now, and work for
the UO Computing Center as Director, User Services
and Network Applications; my Ph.D. is in Production and
Operations Management.

• Part of what I do for UO involves a variety of security-
related projects both at the campus and national level.
For example, I’m one of three senior technical advisors
for MAAWG (the carrier Messaging Anti-Abuse Working
Group), I’m also co-chair for the Educause Security
Effective Practices Group, and I sit on the Internet2
Security at Line Speed (SALSA) working group.

• Security-related topics I’m interested in include host
security, network traffic analysis, email spam, open
proxies/spam zombies, SCADA (process control)
security, denial of service attacks… and phishing.
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What Are Some Potential Bank Goals with
Respect to The Phishing Problem?

• The obvious: control direct out-of-pocket losses, and

• Criminally prosecute phishers (just like armed robbers,
embezzlers, people kiting checks, etc.)

Institutional goals SHOULD probably also include…

• Preserve institutional reputation/avoid brand dilution

• Limit customer churn/retain market share

• Protect nascent online operational venues, e.g., insure
that customers don’t turn their back on online banking as
being “too risky;” insure that bank emails doesn’t start
getting routinely ignored (or blocked outright as a result
of phishing attacks), etc.

• Demonstrate due diligence in confronting emerging
security threats; be responsive to regulatory mandates
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Begin To Take Action NOW: Phishing IS a
Problem For Banks in the Northwest, Today.

• There is an exceedingly dangerous trend I’ve noticed,
which is the assumption by some entities that phishing
is a problem for the “other guy,” but not for them:
-- “We’re too small to bother with” or “the phishers
    are only going after banks with a national footprint --
    we’re 'just' a regional” or even
-- “I’m a credit union (or brokerage, or …) and they’re
    only going after banks”
-- "We'll wait until we see widescale attacks, and deal
    with it then. No point worrying about vague rumors."

• That’s flawed thinking. International or national, regional
or local; bank, credit union, brokerage, card company,
online merchants  -- phishers are interested in Pacific
Northwest banks right NOW.
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Smaller Banks == "Softer Targets?"
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An Example Small CU That Was Targeted
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Some Highly Targeted Institutions Are
Located Here in the Pacific Northwest

• E.G., we’ve seen a few Washington Mutual phishing
attempts (this is for one system with roughly 15K
accounts, for 24 hours in each case; data shown is
count, connecting host, plus envelope sender address)

Friday, January 21st, 2005:
680 vds-324155.amen-pro.com [62.193.212.177], account@wamu.com
666 vds-324155.amen-pro.com [62.193.212.177], service@wamu.com
655 vds-324155.amen-pro.com [62.193.212.177], support@wamu.com
647 vds-324155.amen-pro.com [62.193.212.177], confirm@wamu.com
630 vds-324155.amen-pro.com [62.193.212.177], security@wamu.com

Saturday, January 22nd, 2005
607 host166.hostcentric.com [66.40.38.166], confirm@wamu.com
579 host166.hostcentric.com [66.40.38.166], support@wamu.com
548 host166.hostcentric.com [66.40.38.166], service@wamu.com
542 host166.hostcentric.com [66.40.38.166], account@wamu.com
538 host166.hostcentric.com [66.40.38.166], security@wamu.com
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Some Sense Of The Scale of
What Folks Are Facing…

Or also see also http://antiphishing.org/
APWG_Phishing_Activity_Report_March_2005.pdf
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Where Will Technical Approaches to
Dealing With Phishing Come From?

• Banks and other financial institutions will naturally turn to
you for online security advice much in the same way
they look to you for advice about dealing with physical
security or responding to crimes.

• When they do, what are some of the measures you
could suggest?

• Well, let’s begin by focusing on the most common way
that phishing messages get delivered: email.



1. Publish SPF Records to Reduce
Opportunities for Email Spoofing
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Email: The Fundamental
Internet User Application

• We have all come to rely on email, as imperfect as it
may be.

• Email is the most common expression of individual
identity (and thus reputation) – many people I've never
met face-to-face "know me" by email address, and vice
versa.

• Even though users shouldn't rely on email, they do:
-- even though email isn't an assured delivery service,
email would usually go through (at least prior to
content based/non-deterministic spam filtering)
--  historically email has (usually) been from whom it
appeared to be from
-- users WANT to trust email
-- there's a lack of superior cost-effective alternatives
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The Problem of SMTP Spoofing

• In technical circles it is understood that regular email has
effectively zero protection against address spoofing
Trivial example of this: go into the options/settings/
preferences for your favorite email client (Outlook,
Eudora, whatever) and change your name and email
address – bang, now you’re S. Claus,
<santa@northpole.int>

• Phishers rely on email’s lack of protection from spoofing
to be able to send email purporting to be from a target
bank to users who *want* to trust that email.

• Historically, spoofed email could be sourced from
anywhere – a rogue network in eastern Europe, a
compromised broadband host in Missouri, or a cybercafé
in Beijing all worked just fine.

• “The bank” could have been sending email from
anywhere.
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But Now We Have SPF!

• In a nutshell, SPF allows a domain owner to (finally!) say
where mail from their domain should be coming from.

• Domain owners publish SPF records via the domain
name system (the same Internet infrastructure that
allows applications to resolve domain names like
“www.uoregon.edu” to IP addresses “128.223.142.13”).

• Under the SPF draft standard, a domain owner publishes
a new record in the domain system, a “TXT” (text)
record, specifying where email for a particular domain
should be “coming from” (implicitly, of course, this also
defines where email should not be coming from). Finally
a bank has the chance to say, “NO! Do not accept email
that claims to be from my domain if it is coming from an
a rogue network in eastern Europe, a compromised
broadband host in Missouri, or a cybercafé in Beijing!”
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Beginning to Learn About SPF

• The SPF protocol (“Sender Policy Framework”) is
formally documented in an Internet Engineering Task
Force draft:

http://www.ietf.org/internet-drafts/
draft-schlitt-spf-classic-00.txt

but a better starting point is the SPF project white paper:

http://spf.pobox.com/whitepaper.pdf

• One of the easiest ways to learn about SPF, however, is
to check out an SPF record that’s actually been
published by a domain…
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An SPF Record Example: Citibank

• For example, consider citibank.com’s SPF record:

% host -t txt citibank.com
citibank.com text "v=spf1 a:mail.citigroup.com
ip4:192.193.195.0/24 ip4:192.193.210.0/24 ~all“

• Decoding that cryptic blurb just a little:
-- we used the Unix “host” command to manually ask the
   domain name system: has citibank.com published a txt
   record? yes, they have…
-- that SPF txt record allows citibank.com mail from
    mail.citigroup.com or from hosts in the numerical IP
    address ranges 192.193.195.0 - 192.193.195.255 and
    192.193.210.0 - 192.193.210.255
-- mail from all other locations should be treated as
    probably spoofed (~all = “soft failure”)
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We Just Looked At An SPF Record Manually,
But Mail Systems Can Check Automatically

• While we just checked for the presence of an SPF record
manually, most popular mail systems can be configured
to automatically check all received mail for congruence
with published SPF records.

• Thus, IF a bank publishes an SPF record, and IF the ISP
that received “the bank’s” mail checks the SPF records
they’ve published, spoofed mail that claims to be “from”
their domain can then be rejected outright, or filed in a
junk folder with spam and other unwanted content.

• While SPF is new, many banks are already publishing
SPF records, and many ISPs are already checking them.

• Examples of some entities that have published SPF
records include…
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% host –t txt usbank.com
usbank.com text "v=spf1 mx a:mail5.usbank.com a:mail6.usbank.com
mx:mail1.usbank.com mx:mail2.usbank.com mx:mail3.usbank.com
mx:mail4.usbank.com ~all“
% host –t txt therightbank.com
therightbank.com text "v=spf1 mx mx:therightbank.com
ip4:206.107.78.0/24 ip4:208.2.188.0/23 ip4:208.35.184.0/21
ip4:208.29.163.0/24 ip4:209.195.52.0/24 ip4:207.1.168.0/24
ip4:63.172.232.0/21 ip4:208.147.64.0/24 ip4:65.205.252.0/24
ip4:207.1.168.0/24 ?all“
% host -t txt bankofamerica.com
bankofamerica.com text "v=spf1 a:sfmx02.bankofamerica.com
a:sfmx04.bankofamerica.com a:vamx04.bankofamerica.com
a:vamx02.bankofamerica.com a:txmx02.bankofamerica.com
a:txmx04.bankofamerica.com a:cr-mailgw.bankofamerica.com
a:cw-mailgw.bankofamerica.com ?all“
% host -t txt americanexpress.com
americanexpress.com text "v=spf1 include:aexp.com ~all“
% host -t txt smithbarney.com
smithbarney.com text "v=spf1 a:mail.citigroup.com ~all“
% host -t txt ebay.com
ebay.com text "v=spf1 mx include:s._spf.ebay.com
include:m._spf.ebay.com include:p._spf.ebay.com
include:c._spf.ebay.com ~all“
[etc]
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Regretably, Many Institutions Have
Still NOT Yet Published SPF Records…

• An unfortunately long list of folks have NOT yet
published SPF records. Guess who the bad guys will
target for their next phishing attack? The domains that
have published SPF records or those who haven’t?

bankofny.com nationalcity.com
bankone.com oregoncommunitycu.org
bbandt.com pncbank.com
centennialbank.com
chase.com selco.org
comerica.com suntrust.com
firstunion.com visa.com
jpmorgan.com wachovia.com
key.com
lasallebank.com wellsfargo.com
mastercard.com worldsavings.com
etc., etc., etc.

• This list grows smaller each time I give this talk. :-)
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When A Bank Publishes SPF Records, Make
Sure They Publish for ALL Their Domains

• % host -t txt citizensbank.com
citizensbank.com text "v=spf1 mx mx:12.46.106.20
mx:12.154.167.140 mx:12.154.167.156 mx:12.46.106.21
a:mailgw02.citizensbank.com ~all“

BUT (at least on April 21st, 2005):

% host -t txt citizensbankonline.com
[nothing]

Both of those domains are registered to:

Citizens Bank
1 Citizens Plaza
Providence, RI 02903

Guess which one we saw used in an actual phish?
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Publishing An SPF Record…

• Have bank staff review the SPF Whitepaper (really,
please, RTFM :-))…http://spf.pobox.com/whitepaper.pdf

• Make sure they get managerial/institutional “buy-in”
• They should then figure out where their mail will

legitimately be coming from (including any authorized
business partners)

• They then need to decide what should happen to mail
that’s coming from a “wrong place” – hard fail? Soft fail?
Just note/log its existence, starting gently at first?

• Next they then run the SPF Wizard to help them craft an
initial SPF record: http://spf.pobox.com/wizard.html

• Check it with http://freshmeat.net/projects/spfval/ or
http://www.vamsoft.com/orf/spfvalidator.asp

• Their DNS people then publish their SPF records and
refine them based on any issues they run into
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Making Tea vs. Boiling the Ocean

• Note: publishing SPF records and checking SPF records
on your local servers are fully independent activities and
a bank or ISP can do one without having to do the other.

• Also Note: a bank can publish very broadly inclusive
and very soft and gentle SPF records initially. There is
much to be said for an incremental strategy that "gets a
foot in the door" and provides experience with the
protocol and sets a precedent; records can always be
tightened down, or made less inclusive over time.
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One Caution: SPF May Not Actually Be
Doing What You Think It 'Should' Be Doing

• Often casual email users may not understand that email
really has three (3) “from” addresses of one sort or another:
-- the IP address (and potentially a domain name)
    associated with the connecting host that’s handing
    you the mail message (think “Received:” headers here)
-- the MAIL FROM (“envelope”) address, as is usually
   shown in the even-more-obscure/usually-unseen-and-
   ignored Return-path: header of a message), and
-- the message body “From:” address (the one that casual
   users commonly see associated with each mail message)

• SPF potentially checks 2 of those 3 addresses. Guess
which one of the three it DOESN’T check? Correct, it does
NOT check the message body “From:” address you
normally see in your email reading program.
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Obligatory Slide: SPF vs. SenderID

• Because SPF looks at the "wrong" header from the point
of view of a casual email user, Microsoft tried to promote
an alternative, SenderID, that tried hard to look at the
sort of From: headers that users would normally see.
See http://www.microsoft.com/mscorp/twc/privacy/spam/
senderid/default.mspx

• It received a rather luke-warm-to-hostile reception in
some circles, probably due to a variety of factors:
--  knee-jerk reaction to anything that comes from MS,
 -- intellectual property/patent/licensing issues involved
(see for example http://www.apache.org/foundation/
docs/sender-id-position.html ), and
-- some legitimate technical concerns.

• Bottom line: classic SPF is what's getting deployed
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Remember: SPF is Meant for Mail Servers

• In spite of SPF looking at what end users may think of as
the "wrong" source information, it can be QUITE helpful.

• SPF is designed to be used by MTA’s (e.g., the mail
software that runs on mail servers, such as sendmail,
postfix, exim, qmail, etc.) at the time the remote mail
sending host is connected to the local mail server.
It is not really designed for MUA’s (e.g., the mail
software that runs on your desktop PC, such as a web
email client, Eudora, Outlook, Thunderbird, etc.)

• Verifying where mail comes from at connection time is
radically different from verifying the CONTENTS of the
message, including the message’s headers (including
those pesky message body From: addresses that people
see in their mail programs). Cryptographic approaches
are more appropriate for this; we’ll talk about them next.



2. Encourage Digital Signing of the
Messages That Are Sent to Customers
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Making Sure That Real Email
Remains Credible

• While publishing SPF records will help to reduce the
amount of spoofed phishing email users receive, what
about the legitimate mail that businesses would like to
send to their customers? Does the phishing problem
mean that they need to abandon use of email as a
communication channel?

• No… However, they SHOULD be moving toward digitally
signing all business email.

• Digital signatures allow bank customers to
cryptographically verify that the message they received
was really created by the party who signed it. Other mail
will either be unsigned, signed with a key belonging to a
different party, or fail to pass cryptographic checks when
the signature is tested.
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Digital Signing Is NOT Message Encryption

• Sometimes there's confusion about the difference
between digitally signed mail and encrypted mail.

• Mail that's been digitally signed can be read by anyone,
without doing any sort of cryptography on the message.
Yes, there will be additional (literally cryptic!) "stuff"
delivered as part of the message (namely, the digital
signature), but the underlying message will still be
readable by anyone who gets the message whether the
signature gets verified or not.

• Mail that's been encrypted, on the other hand, can ONLY
be read after it has been decrypted using a secret key.

• The vast majority of "push" communications from a bank
to its customer need NOT need be encrypted, but ALL
bank email should be digitally signed.
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Will Customers Even Know or CARE
What a Digital Signature Is?

• We know/agree that many customers won’t have the
slightest idea what a digitally signed message is (at least
right now).

• Over time, however, more users WILL begin to expect to
see important messages signed, including messages
from their bank (or other financial institutions), just as
consumers now routinely expect to see e-commerce
web sites use SSL to secure online purchases.

• Think of digital signatures for email as being the email
equivalent of the "little padlock" icon on secure web sites

• For example, if you receive an S/MIME signed email in
Outlook or Thunderbird today, it automatically "does the
right thing"… here's what that would look like…
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An S/MIME Signed
Message in Microsoft Outlook
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An S/MIME Digitally Signed
Message In Thunderbird
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What Do Users See When A Signed
Message Has Been Tampered With?
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Trying S/MIME Yourself

• If you'd like to experiment with S/MIME signing, you
need a certificate. You can obtain a free personal email
certificate from:

-- Thawte (Verisign, Mountain View, CA, USA):
    http://www.thawte.com/email/

-- Comodo (Yorkshire, UK):
    http://www.instantssl.com/ssl-certificate-products/
    free-email-certificate.html

-- ipsCA (Madrid, Spain):
   http://certs.ipsca.com/Products/SMIME.asp
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Those Examples Were Using S/MIME,
But You Could Also Use PGP

• PGP (and its free analog Gnu Privacy Guard) can also be
used to digitally sign emails.

• PGP/GPG is quite popular with technical audiences, and
rather than using a hierarchical certificate authority-focused
model, PGP/GPG users share their public keys via Internet-
connected PGP/GPG key servers.

• The trustworthiness of any freely available individual public
key on one of those key servers is recursively a function of
the trustworthiness of the keys (if any) that have
cryptographically signed the key of interest. This is known
as the PGP/GPG "web of trust."

• Alternatively, if you have direct contact with a PGP/GPG
user, they may simply confirm the fingerprint of their public
key to you person-to-person..
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Example of a GPG Signed Message
Being Read in Thunderbird with Enigmail

• It may be worth noting that the disconnect between the
message "From:" address and the address in the PGP
signature of the payload did not cause any alerts/issues.
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Onesie-Twosie vs. Institutional Usage

• While individual users employ S/MIME or PGP/GPG on
a onesie-two message basis, the trick to broadly
deploying digital signatures for email is to scale signing
to corporate volumes, insuring that usage is consistent,
key management is handled cleanly and non-intrusively,
etc.The bank president should not have to be holding
GPG key signing parties. :-)

• Fortunately, both S/MIME and PGP/GPG can be
mechanically/automatically applied to outbound email
via a specially configured mail gateway host that will also
handle key management.

• For example…
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An S/MIME Email Gateway Appliance

• In case you can't read that URL, it is
http://www.tumbleweed.com/solutions/email_authentication.html
or see http://www.opengroup.org/smg/cert/cert_prodlist.tpl for a full
list of OpenGroup-certified commercial S/MIME gateway products
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A PGP Email Gateway Product

http://download.pgp.com/products/pdfs/PGP_Universal12_DS_040413_FL.pdf
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Note: Digital Signatures Are Not A "Magic Bullet"
• Digital signatures are NOT a magic bullet.

• For example, users need to be trained to interpret the
presence of the "digitally signed" icon intelligently…

-- Certificates are NOT all alike when it comes to the
amount of due diligence applied by the certificate authority
prior to a cert being issued, and depending on the vetting
done, you may or may not really know the identify of the
person who's "behind" a given cert.

-- If you see the "message digitally signed" icon show up,
click on it and see just what it can tell you!

-- Bad people can use digital signatures just like good
people; carefully evaluate your signer's reputation & role.

-- Pay attention to what's been signed. Message payload?
Message headers including the subject? The whole thing?

-- When was the signature applied? Recently? Long ago?
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Learning More About S/MIME and PGP/GPG

• PGP: Pretty Good Privacy, Simson Garfinkel,
http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/pgp/

• Rolf Opplinger, Secure Messaging with PGP and
S/MIME, Artech, 2000, (ISBN 158053161X)

• Introduction to Cryptography (full text document on PGP)
http://www.pgpi.org/doc/guide/6.5/en/intro/

• Brenno de Winter et. al., "GnuPrivacyGuard Mini Howto,"
http://webber.dewinter.com/gnupg_howto/english/
GPGMiniHowto.html

• Bruce Schneier, "Ten Risks of PKI: What You're Not
Being Told About Public Key Infrastructure"
http://www.schneier.com/paper-pki.html

• Bruce Schneier, "Risks of PKI: Secure E-Mail"
http://www.schneier.com/essay-022.html
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Obligatory Slide: What About DomainKeys?

• Yet another cryptographic approach, in use by Yahoo,
Google, Earthlink, and others.

• DomainKeys is described at
http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys
and is available as an under-development Internet draft:
http://www.ietf.org/internet-drafts/
draft-delany-domainkeys-base-02.txt (note that over time
the dash 02 may increment to dash 03, etc.) and
implementations are available from
http://domainkeys.sourceforge.net/

• Only your institution can decide what approach will work
best for you…
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Oh Yes: The Issue of Sheer Deliverability

• One more thing before we leave the topic of email:
because of the number of phishing emails sent out in the
name of some banks, banks that are particularly popular
phishing targets may find that real mail from their domain
is getting rejected outright; in other cases real mail may
appear to be getting delivered, but may be getting
silently filed in "probably spam folders" or otherwise not
get to where it should go.

• Pay attention to your bounces!
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Programs Such as Bonded Sender

• If banks do develop problems with being blocked by
some sites, one possible way of proving their real email
is trustworthy may be participation in a program such as
Bonded Sender (see http://www.bondedsender.com/ ) or
seeking Institute for Spam and Internet Public Policy
accreditation (see http://www.isipp.com/index.php )

• Another possibility is the Spamhaus-proposed new .mail
domain (see: http://www.spamhaus.org/faq/
answers.lasso?section=The%20.mail%20TLD )
[obligatory disclaimer – I've been asked to sit on the
board as the higher ed rep for .mail if it is approved, so
please feel free to factor that into any assessment]

• Best of all, however, by FAR, is to take steps to insure
you're domain is NEVER an attractive target for phishers



3. Review How You Use Domains
And Your World Wide Web Site
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DNS: Another Fundamental Service

• Banks, along with just about everything else on the
Internet, relies on the Domain Name System to connect
users to Internet resources such as web sites.

• The Domain Name System does this by translating fully
qualified domain names to IP addresses. For example:

www.uoregon.edu ==> 128.223.142.13

DNS can also be used to translate IP addresses to
domain names, but for now, let's just focus on the name
to address translation...

• DNS service is key: done right, users get to your site;
if mistakes happen, well, maybe they don't…
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Are You On Guard Against Opportunities For
User Confusion and Accidental Web Redirection?

• Are users who are trying to access bank web sites being
accidentally misdirected elsewhere, either to another site
that just coincidentally has a similar name, or to sites
that have been set up to take advantage of common
errors as a way of obtaining a large source of eyeballs
for web advertising or for more nefarious purposes (like
phishing)?

• What happens if a user makes a trivial error, like
misspelling/mistyping a domain name or accidentally
omitting punctuation, such as a period?
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One Example: US Bank
• As expected (I think)…

www.usbank.com ==> 170.135.216.181
  (U.S. Bancorp Licensing, Inc., St Paul MN)
www.usbank.net ==> 170.135.216.181
  (U.S. Bancorp Licensing, Inc., St Paul MN)
www.usbank.org ==> 170.135.216.181
  (U.S. Bancorp Licensing, Inc., St Paul MN)
www.firstar.com ==> 170.135.216.181
  (U.S. Bancorp Licensing, Inc., St Paul MN)
www.fbs.com ==> 170.135.216.181
  (U.S. Bancorp Licensing, Inc., St Paul MN)
www.usbancorp.com ==> 170.135.216.181
  (U.S. Bancorp Licensing, Inc., St Paul MN)
www.starbank.com ==> 170.135.216.181
  (U.S. Bancorp Licensing, Inc., St Paul MN)

Different (but okay, I suppose)…
www.usbank.info ==> SERVFAIL
  (U.S. Bancorp Licensing, Inc., St Paul MN)
www.usbank.cc ==> SERVFAIL
  (U.S. Bancorp Licensing, Inc., St Paul MN)
www.usbanksl.com ==> SERVFAIL
  (U.S. Bancorp Licensing, Inc., St Paul MN)
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One Example (continued)
• Maybe NOT quite as expected… omit the first dot and you go to…

wwwusbank.com ==> 64.15.205.155 (and multiple others)
  (Howard Hoffman, Palo Alto CA)

wwwfirstar.com ==> 208.38.61.228
  (PopularEnterprises LLC, Knoxville TN)

wwwfbs.com ==> 64.235.246.143
  (LaPorte Holdings, Los Angeles CA)

• Add punctuation or "correct" some spelling and you go to…

www.us-bank.com ==> 209.123.16.2
  (Cayman Trademark Trust, Georgetown, Grand Cayman)

www.us.bank.com ==> 66.240.173.8
  (VerandaGlobal.com, Inc., Clearwater FL)

www.usbankcorp.com ==> 204.251.15.173
  (DragonAsia, Manama FPO AE BH)
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What Happens If A User Omits
The Second Dot In A Domain Name?

• In most browsers, if a URL doesn't directly resolve, the
browser will attempt to add a .com extension by default.
Thus, if you meant to enter www.usbank.com but
accidentally enter www.usbankcom instead (missing the
dot before the "com"), you'll go to www.usbankcom.com
instead of www.usbank.com

www.usbankcom.com ==> 212.227.34.3
(Csonaki Enterprises, Sammamish WA)

www.usbanknet.com ==> 66.118.136.67
(Manila Industries, Bangkok TH)

www.fbscom.com ==> 216.180.251.228
(First Business Solutions, Westmont IL)
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What About TLD-Related Issues?

• You've all probably heard about the unexpected
"content" that one will get if one accidentally confuses
whitehouse.gov with some other "whitehouse dot
something-else" domains.

So what happens if a customer make a mistake with
respect to a bank's domain extension?

In the case of our sample bank domain, they've covered
many of the more common possibilities (.com, .net, .org,
etc.), but perhaps there's still more work to be done…
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Some usbank.<something> Domains…
• www.usbank.biz ==> 64.202.167.192

  (Arshad Chhipa, Karachi Pakistan)
www.usbank.name ==> 64.202.167.129
  (EOS-1, Inc., Los Angeles California, client hold status)
www.usbank.bz ==> 216.168.224.63
  (David Levin, Fenton MO)
www.usbank.us ==> 206.207.85.33
  (Yakov Yukhananov, Rego Park NY)
www.usbank.ca ==> 66.150.161.34 (and two others)
  (Scott Whiteford, Myrtle Beach SC)
www.usbank.co.uk ==> 62.59.29.59
  (Jacques Veltman, Amsterdam NL)

www.usbank.museum ==> 195.7.77.20
  (but the domain is "available")

Some other variants are also still unregistered or do not
resolve; check your favorite generic TLDs and country
codes (there are 240+ two letter ccTLDs listed at
http://www.iana.org/cctld/cctld.htm ). Don't forget about
internationalized domain names (with umlauts, etc.), too.
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This Problem Is Not Specific To A Single Bank

• For example, BankOne uses http://online.firstusa.com/
for its online banking web site…
online.firstusa.com ==> 159.53.0.18 ==> NXDOMAIN
firstusa.com is registered to a a Wilmington DE address

• What happens if we accidentally omit that first dot and
go to http://onlinefirstusa.com/ instead?
Onlinefirstusa.com ==> 64.235.246.143 ==> NXDOMAIN
onlinefirstusa.com is registered to a Singapore address

• This coincidental similarity in names is no doubt simply
an incidental/accidental/unintentional thing, but it still
should make one go “hmm…”
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Some Quick Questions About This Real
FirstUSA Page That You Just Saw…

• What bank is that page really for? Where's the bank
branding and logo usage that you'd normally expect?

• If that's a secure login page, to avoid confusion, why isn't
the page URL "https" prefixed? (and no, the little padlock
does NOT show at the bottom of the page where it
should be) [Yes, I understand that parts of an insecure
page can still be transmitted securely, but it still confuses
users and makes it easier for the bad guys to do bad
things.]

• So what does the "I accidentally forgot a dot" version of
the FirstUSA page look like?
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Once You've Gone Down the Wrong Path…

• There are opportunities for persistent errors, once the
user has erred once ("bookmark this page," "make this
your homepage" links as listed on the page you just
saw).

• Banks should consider: is it that easy for users to
bookmark real online banking sites? What is your
expectation for your users' home page? Is there a home
page that you recommend they use, perhaps something
like an "institutionally tweaked" version of a popular start
page, prominently featuring a convenient link to the
bank's real web site? (Regretably, most default bank
home pages would make poor generic start pages for
users, I'm afraid).
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What About Non-Institutional Content?

• Look at the off-by-a-dot sample page again.

About the point that someone notices "Christian Singles"
and "Jewish Singles" and "Free Casino Games" and
"Alcohol Treatment" links they will hopefully be getting
suspicious, but there are real bank web sites which also
include non-institutional links.

If you scroll back to the real bank page in this example,
you'll see it links to "Save The Children" –
unquestionably a worthy cause, but a dilution of the
banks' web site's organic purpose and identity…

Sites should be conservative about anything that
distracts from user assessment of a web site's identity.
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Search Engines and Meta Tags

• The content in the "blue bar" of the off-by-a-dot page
indicates that the creator of this page is paying attention
to the keywords people are searching for – institutional
web sites should include keyword data "meta tags" in
web page headers.

• You REALLY want to do EVERYTHING you can to make
sure that your web site is easily indexed, and optimized
to come up in the top spot on every search engine out
there…
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Real site with no meta tags (and a homepage that
redirects to a Flash interface that some search

engines may index poorly if at all)
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Result? 4th Place in Google
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2nd Page/18th Spot on MSN Search, etc.
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Who's Bidding For Institutional
Identity/Key Related Search Terms?

• Even if a bank does a great job of getting its web site to the
top of the regular search engine listings, what about
people who are willing to pay to show up as a sponsored
link? If you check for a bank's name, who (if anyone)
shows up as a sponsored listing?

• In most cases the folks who show up will simply be
competing institutions, brokers, etc., but what if a phisher
advertised for phishing victims that way?

• Are banks even tracking what their identity is going for
on a per-click basis? How about related terms? See:
http://uv.bidtool.overture.com/d/search/tools/bidtool/
http://inventory.overture.com/d/searchinventory/suggestion/
https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordSandbox
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"Oopsie" Search Engines and Banks

• Watch out for attacks targeting user misspellings/typing
errors made when trying to visit common search engine
names. E.G., having made a minor typing error, the user
may think they're going to their favorite search engine or
web "portal" but in reality they're not… they then have an
untrustworthy guide steering their subsequent travels.
-- Now make the mistake of searching for a bank? You
may get sent to a phishing site instead of the real thing…
-- Trying to log in to read your web email? Trying to do
some online shopping? Maybe there's now a
man-in-the-middle, evesdropping on that transaction…
-- Nothing immediately financially exploitable? That's
okay, they can always "just" drop malware on your
system that will redirect all future traffic or sniff all future
passwords.
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Obviously PLEASE DO NOT GO TO The
Google-look-alike Site Described on this Page
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What If We're a Visually Impaired User
Running Lynx (Instead of IE With Flash)?

• Users with disabilities get phishing messages just like
users who don't have disabilities, but their web
experience may look radically different…

• Don't forget about parallel "text only" versions of your
web site (e.g., note the expired cert)
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Here's The Mainstream Version…
The Cert For This Version Looks Fine…
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One Final DNS-Related Note:
Beware of “New” DNS-Based Attacks

• While traditional phishing attacks have focused on luring
users into clicking on links that appear to be legitimate
(but which actually go to bogus sites), you should be
aware that a new/emerging approach to doing phishing
attacks has emerged which relies on changing the actual
mapping of domain names to IP addresses.

• This has come to be called by some "pharming"
(although frankly I could personally live without another
new term for DNS-based online attacks).
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MessageLabs Monthly Report Nov. 2004
• “MessageLabs has recently intercepted a number of phishing emails,

targeting several Brazilian banks. These demonstrate a sinister new
technique, designed to plant malware surreptitiously on users’ PCs. When
the spam email is opened, it silently runs a script that rewrites the “hosts”
file of the target machine. In effect, this replaces the genuine address for the
target organisation with the bogus one, without even querying its DNS
record.

“So the next time the user attempts to access online banking, they are
automatically redirected to a fraudulent web site where their log-in details
can be stolen.

“Planting bogus IP addresses in the hosts file, which will override the DNS
file, is a technique that has been exploited by virus writers in the past. The
objective here is usually to fool the PC user into thinking he has updated his
anti-virus signatures, but in fact he has been redirected unknowingly to a
spoof address.”

http://www.messagelabs.com/emailthreats/intelligence/
reports/monthlies/November04/
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Beware of “New” DNS-Based Attacks (cont.)

• A nice discussion of DNS cache poisoning by Joe
Stewart of LURHQ is available at
http://www.lurhq.com/cachepoisoning.html

• For other disturbing DNS-related attack examples, see:
-- “Vulnerability Note VU#458659: Microsoft Windows
domain name resolver service accepts responses from
non-queried DNS servers by default,”
http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/458659
-- “Vulnerability Note VU#109475: Microsoft Windows NT
and 2000 Domain Name Servers allow non-authoritative
RRs to be cached by default,”
http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/109475

• And then there’s always attacks on domain registrations
themselves (ala panix.com’s 1/16/2005 incident,
http://news.com.com/2100-1025_3-5538227.html )
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4. Bank Web Sites And User’s Browsers
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Internet Explorer vs Other Browsers

• Yes, we know that IE still has a 90% market share.

• However, please note that IE has been specifically
flagged as one of the top 10 Windows security
vulnerabilities by SANS (See
http://www.sans.org/top20/#w6 ), and US CERT has
specifically recommended that users use a browser
other than IE ( http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/713878 )].

• Make sure that Firefox, Safari, Opera and other
alternative browsers work with your web site, too.
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Old, Vulnerable Browser Versions

• Do the banks you work with knowingly allow customers
to do online banking from ancient versions of browsers,
versions well known to have security issues? Do you
think those customers are likely to be working from a
safe and secure platform if they're routinely surfing an
increasingly hostile Internet with an insecure browser?

• Banks are not doing their customers any favors in the
long run if they enable them to engage in risky
behaviors, so be a force for positive change by
encouraging web sites to require use of a current
browser if they want to do online banking.
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Design Bank Websites So They Can Be Used
Without Needing Risky Browser "Features"

• There are a whole slew of different browser settings that
can harden or weaken the security of a bank customer's
system.

• Responsible web sites can use virtually any feature in a
responsible way, and those features may improve the
customer’s experience – on the bank’s web site.

• However, if a bank requires customers to configure their
browsers to permit risky actions, other malicious web
sites may take advantage of those now-default risky
configurations to harm those customer (users will NOT
bother changing settings back and forth depending on
whether they're using a bank’s web site or some other
random/risky web site).
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For Example: Scripting, and Cookies

• Does a bank’s website require customers to use
Javascript or other scripting technology to use its site?
If so, please understand that doing so substantially
increases the bank customers’ overall exposure to a host
of web-related vulnerabilities (see
http://www.cert.org/tech_tips/malicious_code_FAQ.html )
Javascript/other scripting -- if used at all -- should only
be used in a way that breaks cleanly if scripting is
disabled.

• Cookies are used by some sites to track customers,
often for advertising-related purposes. Does the bank
require customers to accept cookies? Why? Are they
really needed if they have an SSL-secured connection
established? If they do use cookies, do they clean them
up at the end of the session? Again, help users to
protect themselves by not mandating use of cookies.
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Your Website And Popups…

• Does your site require users to permit popup windows?

• Remember that Windows XP SP2 now routinely blocks
popup Windows. Should banks be using that sort of
feature on their web sites?

• See also: “Pop-up Loophole Opens Browsers to
Phishing Attacks,” December 8th 2004,
http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,1759,1737588,00.asp
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From the sccu.com Credit Union Site:
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Is Too Much Getting Saved?

• Caching, in the web sense of the word, is the notion that
you can speed things up by retrieving and saving a copy
of an unchanging image or web page, delivering it the
next time it is needed from that local copy (rather than
re-retrieving them from a remote site time after time). Are
your web pages cacheable? Normally it is wonderful if
they are, but if you're running a bank web site, they
probably shouldn’t be…

• As a convenience feature, do you allow users to save
their username and password as a persistent cookie on
their system? Don’t!

• Is browser form auto-completion *automatically* saving
sensitive user account information and passwords?
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Autocompletion Symptomology
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What About Idle/Abandoned Sessions?

• Do idle or abandoned secure sessions time out?
How soon? How was that value selected? 30 minutes,
for example, can be a long, long time in a cybercafe or
other shared system environment…
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How About Browser Anti-phishing Toolbars?

• While some people really like browser anti-phishing
toolbars, others have presented examples of phishing
attacks where they haven't worked so hot, e.g., see:
"Phishing Toolbars – The One That Works,"
http://loosewire.typepad.com/blog/2005/04/
phishing_toolba.html and the followup day's piece,
"The Antiphishing Toolbars That Didn't,"
http://loosewire.typepad.com/blog/2005/04/
the_antiphishin.html

• Some browser anti-phishing toolbars work with IE only

• Some anti-phishing toolbars may include advertising or
collect statistics or do other things besides just working
to combat phishing (maybe that's a problem for you,
maybe not).
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Blocking Access to Online Banking (Some Places)

• If banks allow access to customer online banking web
sites from anywhere in the world, they may want to
reconsider that given the fact that the vast majority of
their customers probably do not travel internationally. An
analogy from the long distance phone card world: some
phone company calling cards are "domestic use only"

• Some countries are known to have particularly high
levels of fraud-related activity; banks should consider the
possibility that there may not be a business case for
allowing access to online banking from those countries
whatsoever. (Be aware that in some cases it may be
hard to determine the true geolocation of a given Internet
user due to abuse of open proxy servers)
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Banks Need To Be Monitoring Their Web Server
for Phishing That Use The Bank’s Images, Logos, Etc.

• Scam artists love to use graphics directly from the bank’s
institutional web site; the URLs in their email help lull
users into a false sense of security, and using hyperlinks
instead of attached graphics helps reduce the size of
each mail they send.

• Banks, obviously, should try to prevent this.

• This problem is, in many ways, quite analogous to what
“adult hosting” companies face when competitors try to
include/reuse “graphical content” without permission.

• Not surprisingly, solutions have been developed.
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Anti-Leach

• Solutions have been developed to eliminate or reduce
reuse of web images or other content without permission.
Try googling for

anti-leach .htaccess

or see http://httpd.apache.org/docs/misc/rewriteguide.html
under “Blocked Inline-Images”

• Even simple expedients can help: change the location of
web images over time; if phishers are hitting images the
bank itself is no longer using, consider "helping" them by
making creative adjustments to the images which are
being used without your permission.

• At a minimum, banks should watch their server’s logs!
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Let Users Help You Monitor Access That
Originates From “Unusual” Locations

• Banks should enlist customers to help them keep watch
on their accounts. Most banks do NOT routinely tell
customers the last place(s) where “they” accessed their
online banking account, but they should! Build it right into
their normal account display once they've logged in.
[“What do you mean I last accessed my account six days
ago from a high school in Sao Paulo Brazil???”]

• This is the web analog of "last login" reporting feature
that's common on some traditional mainframe systems
for shell users.



5. Training And
Communicating

With Users
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Banks Should Help Customers Use The
Financial Statements They Provide

• Many customers likely never look at the financial
statements banks provide, and that may be in part
because the (necessary) amount of detail may
sometimes overwhelm the key "big picture" issues.

• While most phishing will get easily caught before routine
statements get issued (e.g., the user's account gets
completely zero'd), more subtle low-dollar attacks may
not.

• One thought: banks should prioritize and highlight the
salient bits of what they tell their users. Odd
transactions, relative to their norm? High dollar
transactions? Other oddities? Highlight them so they
stand out and can receive extra scrutiny by bank
customers.
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Banks Really Need To Be Communicating With
Their Customers; For Some Reason Customers

May Not Trust Stuff Emailed to Them :-)

• Do bank customers know what to do (and what NOT to
do) if they receive phishing email? As a matter of due
diligence/CYA, banks should officially notify their
customers about phishing problems and what they
should do if they receive phishing email.

• Bank web sites should have information about phishing.

• Are policies in place if a customer reports a phishing
event to a customer service person or other bank staff
member in person? By phone?

• Remember: proactive customer education is KEY to
killing phishing as a viable attack strategy.
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Banks Should Make Sure Customers
Can Communicate With Them

• Users want to tell banks about phishing that’s going on --
be sure you’re open to those reports!

• Does mail sent to:
-- abuse@<the bank’s domain>
-- postmaster@<the bank’s domain>
-- the bank’s domain whois points of contact
-- the bank’s netblock whois points of contact
-- your autonomous system whois points of contact
actually go through as RFC2142 (and common sense)
say it should?

• Be particularly careful that you’re accepting spamcop.net
reports; they’re generally remarkably timely and of good
quality.
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Sample Output from RFC-Ignorant.Org
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Make Sure Bank Customers Know How To
Share Phishing Samples With Full Headers

• Potential scenario: 20,000 (or 200,000!) customers
calling the bank to tell you that they've -- <gasp!> --
received a message that is claiming to be from the bank,
but which looks mighty suspicious to them, yes
siree, Bob… Knew you'd want to know about that!
[fifteen minutes per call, no tangible/usable information,
hard to avoid customer ending up feeling disappointed
when an immediate nuclear strike on the unidentifiably
spamming phisher isn’t immediately launched]

• Alternative scenario: a few hundred customers report
phishing to you via email with FULL HEADERS within a
day of the time the phishing was sent to them. With full
headers and full message body, you actually have a
chance to go after the bad guys in a timely fashion.
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Per-Email Client Full Header Reporting Info

• We have information about how to get full headers from
most popular email programs at
http://micro.uoregon.edu/fullheaders/
however note that there are some email programs (like
MS Outlook/Outlook Express) that make getting full
headers a real PITA.

• You guys have a lot more clout than I do – encourage
Microsoft to make getting full headers easy and painless,
both on a message-by-message basis, and as a default
setting.



6. The Importance of Card
Encoding Algorithms
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Translating Phished Data Into Cash

• Just recently, an incredibly important paper was publicly
released:

“The economy of phishing: A survey of the operations of
the phishing market,” by Christopher Abad
www.firstmonday.org/issues/issue10_9/abad/
If you read only one paper about phishing, make it
that one…
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Brief Quote from Abad’s Paper:
• “The main difficulty with tracking is the encoding of bank data to

the ATM card. The preferred hardware used to encode
information onto magnetic stripe cards is the MSR–206. Although
the MSR–206 hardware most preferred by cashers can be easily
obtained, each bank uses a specific encoding algorithm to
translate the credentials into the encoded data written to an ATM
card. The tracking algorithm may be as simple as appending the
expiration date and cvv2 code along with a fixed numeric value to
the end of a check card number, or as complex as encrypting the
information with a secret key and then encoding the encrypted
block to the card.

“It is no surprise that Washington Mutual, Key Bank, and various
other institutions are at the top of phishers’ lists. The tracking
algorithms for these financial institutions are easily obtained
from within the phishing economy, while Bank of America, a huge
financial institution, is nearly off phishers’ radar because their
encoding algorithm is very hard to obtain or crack.”



7.  What’s Next?
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1. Banks Really Need To Be Thinking About
Something Other Than Account Numbers Plus

Passwords to Secure Online Access

• “Financial institutions and government should consider a
number of steps to reduce online fraud, including:
1. Upgrading existing password-based single-factor
customer authentication systems to two-factor
authentication…”
“Putting an End to Account-Hijacking Identity Theft”
http://www.fdic.gov/consumers/consumer/idtheftstudy/

• Two factor authentication ==>
something you have, plus something you know.
Classic financial industry example: ATM card and PIN.
In the computer world, typical example is a hardware
token (e.g., keychain fob that generates a periodically
changing unguessable number) and a password.
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AOL is Doing Two Factor These Days
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So Is E*TRADE…
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The Process Need Not Be High Tech

• Consider, for example, the European PIN/TAN system,
whereby online transactions need not only a secret
password or PIN, but also a one-time-use-only
transaction authorization number (e.g., the user's bank
provides the customer with a printed list of TANs, and
each time the user wants to do an online banking
session, the user needs to supply their next TAN from
the list…)

• As long as the miscreant doesn't get the user's account
number, and their PIN, and their list of TANs, they
should be safe…

• Well, maybe. See: "Outflanking and Securely Using the
PIN/TAN-System," A. Wiesmaier, et. al., 6 Jan 2005,
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/cs/pdf/0410/0410025.pdf
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Another Comparatively Simple Approach
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Please, Don't Make My Pants Fall Down

• If I have:

-- a two factor auth token for my workstation at work
-- another two factor auth token for my online bank
-- another two factor auth token for my broker
-- another two factor auth token for …
-- etc., etc.

pretty soon things are going to start getting silly: think
"janitor sized key rings," only this time full of two factor
authentication tokens rather than traditional room keys.

• Perhaps coordination and interoperability or a shared
nationally issued two factor solution would be
worthwhile?
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Some Are Skeptical of Two Factor Auth

• See Bruce Schneier's "The Failure of Two Factor
Authentication," Cryptogram, March 15th, 2005,
http://www.schneier.com/crypto-gram-0503.html#2
and see his followup at:

• "More On Two Factor Authentication," Cryptogram,
April 15th, 2005,
http://www.schneier.com/crypto-gram-0504.html#1

• The Anti-Phishing Working Group is already reporting
that folks are deploying trojan keylogging software,
precisely one of the sort of attacks that Schneier was
worried about…
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2. Trojan Keyloggers
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3. Phone-Based Phishing

• While most phishing is taking place via email right now,
there’s no reason why phone-based phishing could not
occur (and frankly, it already is occurring)

• Contributing/enabling factors:
-- Voice Over IP (VoIP)
-- Caller ID spoofing
-- with email untrustworthy, folks want to be able to fall
back to something they “know” they can “trust”

• What would that be? Why the phone, of course…
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Voice Over IP Is…

• VoIP is hugely popular with legitimate users (Skype, for
example, has had a hundred million downloads, see
http://www.skype.com )

• VoIP can be gatewayed to the plain old telephone
system (in to Skype or out from Skype)

• VoIP can support voicemail

• VoIP is available on a virtually ubiquitous basis
(to the dismay of legacy PTT operators)

• VoIP is free (or very cheap)

• VoIP has amazingly high audio quality

• VoIP is mobile -- got Internet? you’ve also got VoIP

• VoIP is potentially difficult to trace when it gets abused
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4. Last Idea: Small Dollar Amount Fraud

• Small dollar amount fraud is the future… Why?

-- small dollar charges get less scrutiny at purchase time
than big ticket purchases (you typically have less margin to
plow into investigating the potential purchaser)
-- small dollar charges are less likely to be noticed/reported
by the user when they check their bills
-- the fraudster knows that the cost of investigating a small-
dollar unexpected charge (in staff time, inconvenience, etc.),
may result in small disputed charges being written off by the
victim/merchant/bank
-- he/she knows that even if small dollar amount frauds do
get investigated, small dollar amount frauds are much less
likely to be prosecuted than large dollar amount frauds
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Small Dollar Amount Fraud (cont.)

• -- he/she knows that even if a small dollar fraud is
prosecuted, punishment for such a “petty” crime is likely
to be negligible
-- HOWEVER enough small distributed fraudulent
charges may aggregate to a material amount from the
point of view of the perpetrator

• 32% of all incidents reported to the FBI Internet Crime
Complaint Center in 2004 were for less than a hundred
dollars (I believe many many more simply went
completely unreported).

• Americans as a culture are great when it comes to
dealing with clearly presented scary threats, like a head
on charging bear; as a society we're less good at dealing
with being nibbled to death by a million fleas.
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Thanks For The Chance to Talk Today!

• Are there any questions?


